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John Graham
Accra, Greater Accra, Ghana iampapagray@gmail.com +233200807129 in/iampapagray https://iampapagray.com

SUMMARY
Experienced Full Stack Developer and entrepreneur with 6+ years of expertise in frontend and backend technologies.  Led teams, 

developed innovative solutions, and delivered successful projects. Currently building in Logistics & Supply chain. Passionate about 
continuous learning and staying ahead of industry trends.

EXPERIENCE
CTO & Co-founder
Lastmal Technologies Ltd April 2021 - Present Accra, Ghana,

Contributed to a 75% increase in user engagement by developing responsive and user-friendly frontend interfaces using VueJs, HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript.

•

Successfully integrated PHP and Laravel backend, ensuring seamless data flow and system stability, resulting in a 20% reduction in error 
rates.

•

Implemented RESTful APIs, enabling efficient communication between frontend and backend, resulting in a 30% improvement in data 

processing time.

•

Led a team of three engineers, fostering a collaborative and productive environment, resulting in development of four successful 
products. Developed integrations plugins for Woocommerce to sync user website with platforms.

•

Actively participated in product design, and marketing meetings, providing valuable insights that contributed to an enhanced user 
experience and a 15% increase in user satisfaction.

•

Conducted regular code reviews, ensuring adherence to coding standards and best practices, leading to a 25% reduction in post-release 
bug reports.

•

Flutter Developer
Vyb Dating September 2022 - February 2023 San Francisco, USA,

Successfully led the development of the Vyb Dating mobile app using Flutter, ensuring cross-platform compatibility for both Android 

and iOS users.

•

Delivered high-quality code within tight deadlines, contributing to the successful launch of the app.•
Utilized industry-standard authentication practices, protecting user data and privacy.•

Ensured dynamic and responsive chat feature, providing a smooth and interactive communication experience for users.•
Achieved a 25% decrease in user complaints related to login and authentication issues due to the implementation of a secure and 
seamless authentication system.

•

Received positive feedback from users for the high-quality video call feature, resulting in a 4.8-star rating in the beta phase.•

Frontend Web3 Developer (Contract)
Metrix Capital January 2022 - September 2022 USA,

Contributed to notable projects such as Harbor Games, Kokoro Games, Titan Maker, Metarails, CCBTCONE, etc.•

Developed a wide range of web3 components using ReactJs, NuxtJs, JavaScript, Typescript & TailwindCss for various customer-facing 
features, including the MetaMask integrations.

•

Updated and optimized an abandoned codebase, reducing loading times by 50% and improving website performance.•

Optimized web3 codebase to improve public API performance, increasing efficiency by 45%.•
Executed efficient debugging and coding to ensure secured environment and rapid bug resolution.•
Ensured cross-browser compatibility, maintaining product accessibility and usability on each browser tested.•

React Native Developer
Owatech Innovations December 2019 - December 2020 West Hills, Ghana,

Developed the Pentecost Youth App, a cross-platform mobile application for iOS and Android, using React Native and Google Firebase, 
resulting in a successful and widely-used product.

•

Ensured high performance, reliability, and security, meeting industry standards and regulations, resulting in a 25% decrease in app 
crashes and a 20% increase in user trust.

•

Actively participated in product design and development meetings, providing valuable technical insights and resolving potential 

roadblocks, resulting in efficient and successful implementation of new features.

•

Stayed up-to-date with the latest industry trends and emerging technologies, ensuring the app remained competitive and relevant in the 
market, and incorporating new features, leading to a 10% increase in user engagement.

•

Fullstack Developer & CTO
Forhey Technologies August 2018 - December 2019 East Legon, Ghana,

Successfully maintained legacy systems, reducing system downtime by 20% and enhancing overall system stability.•
Led the development of the Partner Visibility Portal, incorporating VueJs, Html, Css, Bootstrap, PHP, Laravel, and MySql, resulting in 

streamlined client communication and increased client satisfaction by 25%.

•
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Designed and implemented an in-house workspace platform, optimizing task execution and data accuracy, leading to a 30% increase in 
team productivity.

•

Promoted from a junior developer to the CTO position, showcasing exceptional leadership and technical skills.•

EDUCATION
Bsc. Information Technology
University of Cape Coast • Cape Coast, Ghana • 2018

SKILLS
Technical Skills: Reactjs, Javascript, Typescript, Css,  Php, VueJs, Laravel, NextJs, Flutter, DevOps


